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trustone  
fellstyle
Trustone Fellstyle is a hard-wearing 
quartzitic sandstone, relatively 
consistent in both texture and  
colour. Its neutral light-grey colour 
shades make it extremely versatile; 
it can be used very effectively in 
traditional garden designs but it 
is equally at home in much more 
contemporary schemes.

trustone
Trustone is an extensive collection 
of high quality natural stone paving. 
Ethically sourced and hand selected 
for both purity of colour and 
dimensional accuracy, the paving is 
calibrated to a consistent thickness 
to make laying quick and easy. 

Trustone, Fellstyle
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Trustone Circle, Fellstyle
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Trustone, Glenmoor with Avant-garde Steps Caramel and Vintage Stone Manor Walling  

video

trustone  
glenmoor
A durable, gently riven quartzitic 
sandstone, Trustone Glenmoor 
comes in varying shades of buff, 
with occasional darker brown 
markings, perfect for use in a 
traditional setting. 

Trustone Fieldland
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trustone fieldland
Trustone Fieldland is a highly durable 
quartzitic sandstone with colour 
shades ranging from greyish-brown 
to khaki. Similar in appearance to 
new riven English Yorkstone, Trustone 
Fieldland blends attractively with 
almost any surroundings. 
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For a quick  
no-hassle 
pointing system 
use Stonemarket  
Fast Point 

trustone cotsdale
Trustone Cotsdale is a hard and 
exceptionally durable dolomitic 
limestone in subtly graduated colour 
shades ranging from creamy beige to 
buff and light brown. 

Trustone, Cotsdale and Exilis Walling, Slate DuskTrustone, Torvale

trustone range

trustone colours

trustone

fieldland • glenmoor • fellstyle • torvale • cotsdale

sizes m² no.  kg  colours 
(mm) per pack per  pack per pack 
1140 x 570 x 22  new  19.49 30 1163 Fd, G, Fe
855 x 570 x 22   12.2 25 700 T
570 x 570 x 22   16.2 50 930 T
4 size Project Pack 15.84 *60 mixed 933 Fd, G, Fe
5 size Project Pack 11.70 **45 mixed 670 T,C

* Fieldland, Glenmoor and Fellstyle Project Packs contain: 15 no. 855 x 570mm,  
15 no. 570 x 570mm, 15 no. 570 x 285mm, 15 no. 285 x 285mm

** Torvale and Cotsdale Project Packs contain: 9 no. 855 x 570mm,  
8 no. 570 x 570mm, 10 no. 570 x 425mm, 10 no. 570 x 285mm, 8 no. 285 x 285mm

Thickness of paving, including circle features, calibrated to 22mm except Cotsdale  
which is 25mm
Sizes and coverage are those attained when laid with a 10-15mm joint 
Note the laying advice on page 145 including specific advice page 145 point (viii)  
for TORVALE 

trustone radius paving
 no. per dia of no. per kg colours

circle  circle (mm)  pack  per pack
Circle kit (16 pieces) 1 kit 2840 1 kit 400 Fd, G, Fe
5 piece Corner Infill 4 sets 2850 sq 4 sets 100 Fd, G, Fe

Thickness calibrated to 22mm.  For dimensions see page 142
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Trustone Circle, Fellstyle
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trustone torvale
An unusual dolomitic limestone, 
Torvale has a relatively consistent 
dark grey colour that lightens as it 
weathers due to its natural mineral 
content. It has a generally smooth 
texture typical of limestone while 
its diamond sawn edges give it a 
contemporary clean cut appearance. 


